**Resuscitation Mask**

**When to check**
Check every month that
- Resuscitation mask fits snugly around your child’s nose AND mouth.
- Air evenly fills entire cushion of resuscitation mask.

**When to use**
Use resuscitation mask over your child’s nose and mouth for bag ventilation if
- Trach tube comes out and you are unable to insert new trach tube AND
- Your child does NOT have tracheal diversion AND
- A second person is available to help. You need two people to bag ventilate your child with open stoma using resuscitation mask.

**How to use**
1. **Call 911.**
2. Remove Onmi-flex and Omni-flex with red cap from patient connector on resuscitation bag.  
   ![Picture A]
3. Attach resuscitation mask to patient connector on resuscitation bag.  
   ![Picture B]
4. Turn oxygen tank on. Turn liter flow dial on regulator to oxygen liter flow required for resuscitation bag.
5. Person one
   - Cover open stoma with gloved hand.
   - Keep stoma covered while person two uses resuscitation bag and mask to bag ventilate child.  
   ![Picture C]
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6. Person two
   - Place resuscitation mask over child’s nose and mouth.
   - Hold mask firmly in place while squeezing resuscitation bag. [Picture D]
   - Squeeze resuscitation bag with even rhythm. Make sure child’s chest rises each time you squeeze resuscitation bag.

NEVER put resuscitation mask over open stoma unless your child’s doctor told you it is OK to do so.